Calcifying Pseudoneoplasms of the Neuraxis: Not Only Surgical Treatment

Sir,

Calcifying pseudotumor is a rare nonneoplastic lesion of the spine. The etiology is unknown. It is probably the result of an excessive inflammatory response.[1] A recent extensive review of the literature put together 59 patients between 1977 and 2016. All patients were treated surgically. The follow-up is not homogeneous, and a clear analysis of morbidity and outcome is difficult.[2] Nevertheless, even though surgical excision has a good prognosis,[3] it is not the only kind of treatment. Kwan et al.[4] reported thoracic calcifying pseudoneoplasms of the neuraxis (CPN) in a 48-year-old man, which resolved symptomatically and on imaging after treatment with oral indomethacin 25 mg three times daily. The symptoms improved dramatically after only 3 days after the initiation of therapy, and magnetic resonance imaging showed complete disappearance of the lesion following 16 weeks of treatment. The choice of this anti-inflammatory drug depends by its ability to block the prostaglandin PGE2, a correlated agent with the mechanism of heterotopic ossification.[5,6]

In our department, we had the same results with indomethacin protocol of Kwan.

A 44-year-old woman presented with a history of dorsal spinal pain which radiated to the right medium thoracic region for 2 months. The pain and the sleep disturb of the patient were resistant to medical treatment. Clinical history was evident of presence of smoking and seropositivity to hepatitis C virus and absence of history of spinal trauma.

Laboratory tests demonstrated that complete blood count and liver and inflammatory indexes were normal. The patient’s neurological status was normal without motor or sensory deficit. Computed tomography (CT) scan showed a right preforaminal extradural lesion of 7 mm located upper posterior to the T6–T7 disc. The lesion was isodense with a calcified rim [Figure 1]. On MRI [Figure 2], the lesion showed hypointense signal on T1- and T2-weighted images, and the sagittal reconstruction showed a clear separation between the lesion and the T6–T7 disc. On such radiological finding and after a deep literature review, we postulated a diagnosis of thoracic CPN. Due to the absence of neurological deficits or sign of myelopathy, Kwan indomethacin protocol was started, associated with gastro-protective medical therapy. After 2 weeks from the beginning of the treatment, the patient showed complete recovery of the symptoms. At the end of this therapy, a new dorsal CT and MRI were performed. Both studies showed the total disappearance of the lesion [Figures 3 and 4].

Indomethacin treatment could be a viable alternative to surgical treatment. In some spinal district, like the thoracic segment, surgical resection could be challenging.

Moreover, despite a very low rate of recurrence, surgical treatment of the spinal CPN has a quite high rate of subtotal resection (51%, 14/27 cases according to the review by Duque et al.[2]) due to this review.

Figure 1: First computed tomography scan showing the presence of a calcifying lesion in the thoracic spinal canal and its relationship with the right foramen, in the axial plane (a and b) and in the sagittal plane (c and d).

Figure 2: Magnetic resonance imaging study before the initiation of the therapy. The lesion showed hypointense signal on T1-weighted images (a) and on T2-weighted images (b, sagittal plane and c and d, axial plane). The sagittal reconstruction showed a clear separation between the lesion and the T6–T7 disc (red arrow).
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